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I got an invitation Down at Auntie Skinner's big jubilee; The picks from each plantation will give her some ovation When they see the way, They're down by Auntie's cabin, and Lordy, how they're havin' such a time, be-
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She's The Daughter Of Mother Machree

REFRAIN With expression

NENARD & BALL

She's the fairest of Ireland's fair daughters, She's as sweet as a

A Fascinating Sequel
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possum pie and fricassée. Just smell them onions
cause it's Aunties feedin' day. Oh, what is that I'm
cook'in'; Just watch them darkies lookin' in the pot to see what
smellin'; It must be watermelon or the ham that's sizzlin'
old Auntie's got; Grab your best gal, invite an-
in Auntie's pan; Take your mother, sister and
other pal, Everybody's welcome there.
brother cause Everybody's welcome there.

CHORUS (Not fast) (Come along, come a-long)

Come a-long to Auntie Skinner's chicken dinner, The pick who picks the
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The Little Grey Mother
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There's a little grey mother who waits all alone in a
All the World is Singing it
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wish-bone will be the lucky winner of a brand new pair of

home-spun panties. No other spinner spins a pair of panties like our

(Come a-long come a-long)

Aunties, Come a-long, you little cotton pickers, Pick-y picks from

everywhere, Down at Auntie Skinner's chicken dinner, everybody will be there. Come a-there.

A SYNCOPATED BALLAD WITH A SIMPLY WONDERFUL CHORUS

In Alabama, Dear, With You

CHORUS

I'm com-in' yes com-in' to Al-a-bam-a and you, The whether

By the Composer of "The Little Grey Mother"
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AFTER THE ROSES HAVE FADED AWAY
Words by Bessie Buchanan
Music by Ernest R. Ball

Sweet Kentucky Lady
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Words and Music by Harold Freeman

SPRINKLE ME WITH KISSES
Words by Karl Carroll
Music by Ernest R. Ball
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